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1. Turn the sentences into questions. 

1. We were playing computer games last night.

2. Britney and Justin love singing songs.

3. Bisbal has danced for hours.

4. Children are skipping rope in the garden.

5. She will travel to London when she´s 18.

6. Eddy caught a big fish last Saturday. 

2. Past simple or past continuous?

1)    What __________you ____________ ( do ) when you _____________ ( hear ) the explosion?

2)    He _______________ ( not-play ) computer games while we _______________ ( do ) our homework.

3)    ________ you ____________ ( wash) your hair when I _______________ ( call ) you last night?

4)    I _______________ ( tidy ) my room when I _______________ ( find ) my wallet.

5)    What _______ Javier ___________ ( do ) while you ___________________ ( sing ) a song.

6)    We _____________________ ( not-wait ) for the bus when it _______________ ( come ).

7)    Sue and Ann _________________ ( draw ) pictures when the teacher _____________ ( warn ) them.

8)    When I ___________________ ( lose ) my keys I _____________ ( do ) shopping.

3. Present simple or present continuous?

1. It rarely ____________________ ( rain ) in summer in Extremadura.

2. Look! It ______________________ ( rain ) cats and dogs! We can’t go out now.

3. Harry sometimes _________________________ ( play )  tennis at the club.

4. Betty __________________________ ( play )  the flute now. She’s rehearsing!

5. David _____________________ ( cut ) his hair every month.

6. Little Betty ___________________ ( cut ) a piece of paper right now.

7. Susan ______________________ ( do )  her homework in her bedroom every evening.

8. My students ____________________ ( do ) their homework carefully.

4. Use the two sentences to write a sentence in the present perfect with for or since.

1- Peter plays football. He started playing football in 1999.

..............................................................................................................

2- Steven and Keith are in the classroom. They arrived one hour ago.

..............................................................................................................

3- Mary has a laptop. She bought it three months ago.

...............................................................................................................

4- I live in North America. I started living in North America in 2002.

...............................................................................................................

5- Robert knows Ann. They met ten months ago.

.................................................................................................................



5. Future. Complete with the right tense.

1- A- I  ………………………….…..… (meet) Ally outside the cinema at 8:00. Would you like to come? 

B– Yes, sure! What ………………...............................…..…  (you/ see) ?

A– The Chronicles of Narnia. 

B– Great! I ……………….….......................…  (be) there at 8:00. 

2- This is Mary's third glass of beer . She should stop drinking. She ………………………….......….... 

(get) drunk.

3- Peter is a very independent boy. I don’t think he..........................................…..…  (get) married 

or ………………………….…..… (have) any children. 

6. Turn these sentences from present simple to past simple. Add a suitable time 
expression.

1. I talk to Andrew every single day. 

2. Michael works in a big company. 

3. My Mum mixes all the ingredients in a bowl.

4. My brother Alfred studies Spanish at school. 

7. Turn these sentences from past to present perfect. Use already, yet.

1. Lucy learnt English at school. 

2. She didn't eat a big breakfast. 

3. Martin put his shoes in the wardrobe. 

4. He wrote a nice poem. 

5. Did you make a delicious birthday cake?

6. They went to the cinema yesterday. 

7. Oscar ran to work this morning. 

8. Tom flew a kite yesterday. 

9. She spoke Spanish to her friend. 

8. Underline the mistakes and correct the sentences.

1. Rachel is listens to music every afternoon.

2. John will probably travels to Lisbon in 2021.

3. Did they went to Wales last summer?

4. My parents aren't going buy me a computer.

5. Megan doesn't understands this exercise.

6. I am hating this film.

7. Do you will pass your English test?


